PLEASE DO NOT TELL! Extremely secret, intended
only for you.

Add your own thing and protect, warn NOT "animal murderer and
your helpers, not favouring authorities animal killings". Everything
for your safety, the "WORAN" is probably everywhere!

A few years ago I made a casual acquaintance of a man in a park near Hamburg.
We met a few times, always by accident, never agreed. The first time we got to
talking about our dogs, he had a wolf hybrid dog with him and I take my dogs. I said
something to protect animals about my activities and needs. We railed together
about people who are cruel to animals, brutal and Lustred end. too, all that which
can kill themselves, so the meat buyers (consumers) where to farms,
slaughterhouses and animal testing facilities, the suffering of the animals do not
care.
He imagined with the name "Manfred" and told that he would eat no meat; its dog
had the unusual name "Sun". It lives south of Hamburg, ca. between 40 and 50
years old, about 180cm greatly, sporting figure, black hairs and very friendly blue
eyes. It was generally very friendly, but it told of itself so well like nothing. It had a
peculiar accent, a little Scandinavian (Danish), I know it no longer so exactly. Did
after the conversations I make would live I too again and again memory notices,
why? Show I until today not, probably an internal penetrated. It knows operates of
an organization that worldwide and has seven operation areas. In Europe two,
further two in the USA, Canada, South Africa, Hong Kong ever one. It becomes
financed of very rich people out of the entire world, that can it no longer with
esteemed, that more and more people kill the animals on the earth martyrdom,
eradicating and for fun. Therefore that had made to stand "WORAN (worldwide
organization to the rescue of animals and nature)" to the task to hunt the animal
murderers especially hunter and hobby murderer around it. These murderers should
separate out of its life, is because it our habitat, that add very major damage to
nature and the animals, a harmonious life together always less realistic. That
WORAN has the goal out of the earth a paradise to create in that many people want
to have no place, whether it want to rescue a sector that the world, no show it. The
organization can accept this no longer and must receive the work as a Regulator
worldwide.

The WORAN currently operates across Europe, USA, Canada and Russia. With
reason and appeals animal killers cannot be solved, this leads to a radial solution
"all murderers have gone." Why so aggressive, probably because in the judiciary
(worldwide) also are many animal killers and destroyers of the environment. What to
do with these creatures of people, which accounts for more 69% of the world
population. That WORAN brought different acts, registration and lists, through
Internet supervision, purchase of data and thefts worldwide at itself, it controlled
more information of certain people than a secret service. For example the complete
sentences, lists of the hunter associations, hinge associations, animal breeder, as
well as of scientists, laboratory worker and professors, who are busied with more
medical niche, cosmetic niche and university niche animal attempt.
Also, in the US, Canada, South Africa, Russia and Europe, some government
officials, civil servants, members of the judiciary (judges), Industrial and nobles who
participate in lust killing and torturing animals, known by name. That WORAN has
Euro over 10 billion as a capital to the decree so that most modern technologies
come to the application and also very many assistants are available. Therefore, they
can afford to employ the best chemists, computer hackers and agents. Especially in
the visor has the WORAN: the wood barons operating worldwide profiteers,
lobbyists and their officials. They are not only animal killers, but they destroy the
livelihood of the animals. Because corrupt governments and officials cooperate
destroy the earth with destroyers of the environment or granted them the job. In the
Asian region, these people are already infected. In some destroyers are
complications have set, they are driven by madness and think they need to
accelerate the destruction emphatically, no one is unstoppable able or willing these
creatures, so they must be liquidated separately. Even in the US, Canada, the
trigger-happy farmer in the last three years, has been infected, it is said to be
particularly easy. The causative agent was applied to cars, entrance doors and
equipment. It is expected that in the near future the farmers and their families will
die. Some particular practice is, by the associations, the trade of animals (pet shop),
breeders, slaughterhouses and the fur industry and research laboratories to recruit
people. Many people have realized that no longer allow the destruction of this
gigantic profiteers and fanatics by normal means stop. Debt alone bears the
politicians and consumers. These people have to infect the task of their colleagues
with which pathogen is known only to few. Plutonium was yesterday, especially it
can be shown that WHAT is said to have much better, but is also particularly secret.
The procedure is simple, but also dangerous, they are trained on how to handle the
most dangerous pathogens of the world, e.g. Ebola, SARS virus, influenza, microorganisms and artificial bacteria or viruses that degrade in the body of the deceased
very quickly, within an hour. The death of the animal killer is on "natural kind"
accelerated. In particular, the diseases of the targets are very important, because

the disease with little effort be helped, so working with physicians is the world's very
important, even with the WHO.
The physicians in the service of WORAN decree the death candidate, also its family
ineffectual medicines so that the disease is accelerated. Also unnecessary
operations are decreed so that a chip (consists of organic material) is planted and
the pain of the test subject can be driven. The chip breaks up after death
completely. The means so slightly is used that the dying people have for years
somewhat therefrom. Sometime notices the goal person nothing, at most unwell
ware and occasional pains. After the third, and/or fourth year, it goes always more
badly, frequently must be searched for the physician. Different organ failure with
different candidates, breast cancer, testicle cancer, abscesses in the intestine,
stomach and the liver. Evils are Abscess in the intimate area, that burst growth
permanently and after some time, a blood pus mixture injects out. Also go blind,
hear no longer and were observed glass bone illnesses. That there dead is lengthy
and painful full. And now the solution comes is, it pathologically not demonstrable
on an involvement of another person. Often also very healthy people with only a
handshake or contact can be killed. We had encounter speculated with some often
over the process wise, knew it also not exactly or was allowed to say was nothing,
but exciting it yet to me. Actually it is frightening, what can be made with money
everything, sometimes I had doubt.
We had some hit often speculated about the procedure, he knew it not accurate or
could tell me anything, but it was exciting. Actually, it's scary what can be done with
money, sometimes I had doubts. In 2011, several people were infected, a Dutch
agro-industrial Adrianus Straathof, his family, and their employees, some corrupt
authorities and their lobbyists. Manfred told me that he had been actively involved,
above all, it was not simply a person familiar family to find, but it was done; now we
have to wait. Meanwhile Europe are infected more than 34%. This means that killing
animals increases annually by 5% to 10% off because there is no longer the
murderer. In particular, the butcher and animal breeders will fail 59% over the next
30 years. In this group of people told me Manfred, it was very easy because it is a
easy access to equipment that is lying around and be touched. Next, South America
and Africa are in progress. In Africa, there is currently very simple under the guise of
a civil war. Epidemics, lack of hygiene and disease it is done quickly, the animal
murderer dies conventional and simple. Enforcement agencies for unexplained
deaths there are almost no more difficult it is in the Arab countries (except war
zones) and in South Africa, but that will be also be solved. There are problems in the
Asian region. In Asia, it took an army of agents, because there are many immensely
animal killers, about 7 billion. But it should already be a new modified pathogens
present, which is being tested in Hong Kong at dog killer. The laboratories of
WORAN in Hong Kong working at high pressure, it may be that from 2016 the first

infection in southern China and Japan are triggered. Problem is that it can be taken
in this case uninvolved no consideration; the incubation period is scheduled to last
one year and be highly contagious.
A new target group was taken into the visor, created the IT specialists of WORAN it
the databases, by trip organizer (Europe, USA, Canada and South Africa), to crack.
Those that hunt mediate and
organize bears, lions, elephants and other rare
animals on Becoming extinct animals for example. In reality, it is hunt no, that lined
or quite tied up become animals at certain places, and therewith also an old animal
murderer, who cannot hold once the weapon, that helped becomes in the killing of
the animal. Often twenty shots are necessary and if the animal is not still death, just
will kill it so that also yet the last blood intoxication is satisfied. Therefore exist kill
travel us of all murderers that to that to realize around its per versions your data, not
only addresses and account data, but rather also character trait, trip frequency and
per versions. With some already was begun, it die very slowly and painfully, since
July 2013.
Meanwhile, I have not met Manfred few months, since November 2013. Some exact time I doubted
whether the story is true, but the story sounded very credible. Who knows if there are actually very rich
people who want to save in this way, the earth and the animals? Previously, no one has even thought that
people be spied world, thanks to the NSA.

Update: December 2014
Meanwhile, some unfortunate accidents have happened, the Ebola outbreak in Central Africa.
Some meat, torture - and breeding barons in Lower Saxony, DE, United States, India and other parts of
Europe have dropped due to illness.
The meat consumption goes back worldwide. WORAN has also been found in slaughterhouses world's
helpers bring the bacteria in the animal meat. In laboratory tests, it is not detectable, the deadly bacteria
only by the living organism with specific gene that only humans possess active.

